ACZDirect.com
Terms and Conditions
ACZdirect.com is a service of AppleCatZebra, LLC Las Vegas, Nevada. Any and all agreements shall
be subject to said jurisdiction.
Terms
All subscription based products can be canceled at any time. Once canceled, the company nor any of
our vendors or affiliates shall be responsible for maintaining data bases, contact information, or any
other information customer may deem as valuable. When canceling a service, customer accepts FULL
responsibility for any and all lost data, as well as any opportunity or earnings that may have been
associated to such data.
In the event that a change is required for the processing of customers payment, rather said change be a
product of an expiring card or other matter on the consumers side, or a matter associated to the provider
(AppleCatZebra, LLC) customer does hereby agree that in order to not lose service and or data and
information associated to that service that the timely and efficient cooperation to establish the new
form of payment will be required. In the event that payment is not able to be processed on ANY given
product or service, and the replacement or alternate payment method cannot be established within 48
hours, customer may experience a lapse in service or even a total suspension of services.
Customer releases AppleCatZebra, LLC its subsidiaries, sub-domains, and all associated parties from
any and all loss that customer incurs as a result of suspended or canceled services.
Compliance
Customer maintains sole compliance liability for the operation, deployment, or use of their products.
No representations or warranties are made by AppleCatZebra, LLC as it pertains to the lawful and /or
compliant use of our products and services.
Refunds
There shall be NO refunds for services previously rendered. Any cancellation of service ONLY
pertains to future billing and services and does not permit for a refund of previous months or payments
already processed.
Rollover
All subscription based products are predicated on the calendar month. Any excess data, messaging,
supplies or any other applicable use cases, WILL NOT rollover if they go unused.
SMS / Text Marketing
All text marketing and SMS customers agree that ALL marketing material utilized to promote
subscription to their data base must include the term; “Standard Text & Data Rates May Apply”.
Furthermore, ALL outgoing messages MUST contain the term; “Text STOP to end” as an opt out
option for subscribers.

Restricted Use
SMS / Text Marketing cannot be used to promote alcohol, tobacco, firearms, vape, or cannabis related
products OR any goods or services that may be illegal or explicit in nature.
It is the SOLE responsibility of the merchant / customer to research and determine if their marketing
practices are in line with regulatory and compliance restrictions.
Telehealth
All telehealth related products and services may fall under special regulatory and /or compliance
restrictions. When purchasing or subscribing to these, or any products of the AppleCatZebra, LLC
organization or any of its affiliates, domains, or subsidiaries, clients recognize and acknowledge that
NO legal representations whatsoever are being made by either the company or its independent agents
and /or affiliates.
Telehealth subscriptions are NOT to be interpreted or represented as a insurance or health benefit
product in any manor whatsoever.
Risk
Any and all products may have inherent risk factors of down time, lost data, lost connection, or other
scenarios that result in financial or physical damage to customer. All customers do indemnify and hold
harmless against any loss AppleCatZebra, LLC its ownership, management, staff and independent
representatives.
End User
In the case of physical goods or services sold, purchaser does represent and agree that they are NOT the
end user of said product and acknowledges that they will be responsible for collection of sales tax when
they make the sale of product to their customer (end user). ACZdirect.com nor AppleCatZebra, LLC
are in any way whatsoever liable for the sales tax owed to authorities on any given product. Buyer
represents that they are a licensed and authorized business and that they are authorized to conduct
business and collect sales tax within there region or place of business as required by law.

